Workshop "Processing Tense" - Programme
November 14-15, 2019, University of Tübingen
Organized by Project B1 of the SFB 833

Organizers: Giuliano Armenante, Petra Augurzky, Vera Hohaus, Britta Stolterfoht & Rolf Ulrich
Workshop venue: Schloss Hohentübingen, Burgsteige 11, 72070 Tübingen

Thursday, November 14

9.30  Welcome
9.45  Anja Gattnar  Time reference in direct speech in Russian as a non-SOT language
10.45 Luise Henneberg  Effects of lexical aspect on the mental representation of situations: An eye-tracking study of the non-aspect language German
11.20  Coffee Break
11.45  Silvia Gennari  Linking language and episodic memory through the time course of events
12.45  Lunch Break
14.00  Carina Kauf & Hedde Zeijlstra  A unified account of pronominal tense semantics and sequence of tense
14.35  Anne Mucha & Jacopo Romoli  Testing the implicature approach to Sequence of Tense
15.35  Coffee Break
16.00  Ciara Hobbelink, Luigi Palumbo, Maria Arche, Angeliek van Hout  Interpreting and producing complex temporal relations in embedded clauses: Comparing self-paced reading and elicited production in Dutch
16.35  Giuliano Armenante  The processing of tense in attitude reports: Evidence from self-paced reading
17.10  Dennis Wegner, Marcel Schlechtweg & Holden Härtl  The role of temporal cues in verb cluster reordering: evidence from processing times in optionality-contexts
17.45  End of talks day 1
19.00  Conference Dinner at Riva
Friday, November 15

10.00  Lyn Frazier  Beyond tense: Processing temporal relations in discourse
11.00  **Coffee Break**
11.30  Daniela Palleschi, Camilo Rodríguez Ronderos & Pia Knöferle  Processing the Present Perfect Lifetime Effect: An eye-tracking reading study on the integration of context, tense, and aspect
12.05  Isabella Fritz  Contrasting ERP effects of temporal and modal adjectives within a phrasal context
12.40  **Lunch Break**
14.00  Frank Tsiwah, Silvia Martínez Ferreiro, Roelien Bastiaanse  Time reference processing in a grammatical tone language speakers with agrammatic aphasia
14.35  Matt Pearson  Tense Marking on PPs and adverbials in Malagasy
15.10  **Coffee Break**
15.30  Ryan Bochnak  Towards a semantics of graded futures in Washo
16.30  **End of Workshop**
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Dinner: Ristorante Riva